
Guardian Goalposts
Overhead line warning system

• Lightweight
• Fast
• Easy
• Compact
• Reusable

Guardian Goalposts



Electricity Kills
One in three overhead cable strikes end in 
a fatality. If your construction project is near 
power cables, why take that unnecessary risk?

Cubis Systems’ Guardian Goalposts are a lightweight, telescopic 
pole system that provides a highly-visible proximity warning of 
nearby overhead cables.

Goalposts are rapidly and easily assembled to a height of 6m 
by one operative, then packed up and transported to the next 
site after use. The posts, manufactured in non-conductive Glass 
Reinforced Polyester Resin, are linked together by bunting or 
a solid telescopic cross-bar. The bunting option can also be 
illuminated for night work.

Each post is fixed in a weighted base, fabricated in galvanised 
steel, and can be marked with your company information.

All overhead power lines can be lethal – don’t take the risk! 
Use the Guardian Goalposts as part of your safety operating 
procedures, as required by Work Safe Australia’s ‘General Guide: 
Working in vicinity of electric lines’ and in accordance with the 
WHS Act and Regulations in all instances.

Illuminated for night work

One man assembly

Crossbar option

Guardian Goalposts kit with bunting

Advantages

• Lightweight – easy to move around site
• Simple and fast assembly by just one person
• Compact – a full set can fit in the back of a car
• Highly visible – even at night
• Peace of mind – a standard build, every time
• Reusable, time and time again

Each kit contains:

• 2 x 6m red/white telescopic poles (retract to 1.6m)
• 2 x galvanised steel bases
• 1 x 25m length of red/white warning bunting

Optional accessories available:
• 6.7m solid telescopic retractable cross-bar
• 1.6m illuminated telescopic pole for nightworks
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